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QPAD®|5K Gaming Laser Mouse

QPAD ®|5K™ features a powerful navigation engine, adapted for high performance laser navigation.
It has been specifically designed for high-end professional gamers, and enables extremely
high-speed motion detection and high resolution to provide precise tracking capabilities which are
required for many of today's most popular gaming applications. QPAD®|5K™'s new laser sensor is
ideal for gamers who require precise high-speed tracking on a variety of different surfaces.

"We have been planning to make a mouse for several years now. Until now the optical and laser
technology hasn't lived up to QPAD standards. With this mouse we are setting a new standard for
gaming mice. Just as with our headset this is a product which fits right into the premium segment of
the market.  I really enjoy playing with the QPAD ®|5K™, it works with the extreme high speed
movments that used to be a huge problem for laser mice. QPAD ®|5K™ delivers a micro precision
never seen before, and our 5 finger ergonomic shape is fantastic. The design of the mouse is shaped
to fit a 5 finger grip and by doing this we make sure that you have as little friction as possible."  -
Says QPAD founder, Christer Körnbäck

Price: 74,90 Euro
Freight: 9.80 euro (world wide)
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QPAD®|5K™ Specifications:
Sensor:.................................Laser Gaming Grade 
Resolution:............................90 - 5040 CPI (Counts per inch) 
Max Acceleration: ..................30 G 
Max Speed: ..........................150 inches per second | 3,8m/sec 
Image processing:.................10.8 MPS (Mega Pixels per second) 
USB polling rate:....................1000 HZ (reports per second) 
USB Data path:......................16 bits / axis
Buttons:................................7 (Programmable 5)
Sensing pixels: .....................30x30 pixels 
Sampling rate: ......................12.000 FPS (Frames per second)
Cable: ..................................Braided cable 2 meter.
USB plug: .............................Gold plated 
USB Response time: ..............1ms
Warranty: .............................2 years

Dimensions:
Length...................................125mm
Width left wing to right wing.....90mm
Hight.....................................42mm
Left wing-to other side.............82mm
Right wing to other side...........82mm
Front side to side....................60mm
Weight:..................................155 grams
Box size.................................250x200x60mm
Box weight.............................373gr

More info about QPAD|5K Laser Gaming Mouse
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